
The Ritual Play 

To accomplish their part of the ritual, the PCs must succeed at six skill checks. These checks can be 

attempted by any PC within the southern pavilion, though only one PC can make these checks in a 

round, as that PC controls the Minatan puppets. Up to two allies can assist the PC performing the ritual, 

making an aid another action as appropriate. The PCs can perform the ritual by using either broad or 

refined skills.  

Broad skills include Acrobatics to move around the stage to best display the shadows, Bluff to make it 

look like the PCs know what she’s doing, Intimidate to put on terrifying performances, and Sleight of 

Hand to create elaborate hand puppets.  

Refined skills include Knowledge (planes) to understand the underlying cosmic principles of the ritual, 

Perform (act) to operate the shadow puppets effectively, and Perform (oratory) to tell the story to the 

onlookers.  

The DC to succeed at a Refined skill is lower than the DC to succeed at a Broad skill. 

Succeeding at six skill checks, regardless of any failed attempts in between, completes the ritual. 
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